Recognising the achievements of individuals,
groups, organisations, businesses and initiatives
in the area of Mental Health in the ACT.

Friday 29 October 2021
National Museum of Australia
Peninsula Room
Facebook Live

Join the conversation
@MentalHealthMonthACT
#MentalHealthMonthACT

Welcome
There are many exceptional people and initiatives
working to promote and improve the understanding,
awareness, service provision, and the general
mental health and wellbeing of the Canberra
community.
The ACT Mental Health Month Awards aim to recognise
the achievements of individuals, groups, organisations,
businesses and initiatives in the area of Mental Health in
the ACT.
The Awards are a sector-wide initiative coordinated by
the Mental Health Community Coalition (MHCC) ACT
and implemented by the ACT Mental Health Month
Advisory Committee.

We acknowledge the Traditional
Owners of the ACT, The
Ngunnawal People. We pay
respects to their ancestors and to
their leaders, past present and
into the future. We acknowledge
the impact of trauma and its
generational nature that continues
to affect our First Nations people.
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Order of Events
2:30pm Reception
3:00pm Official Ceremony Begins
3:10pm Welcome to Country Violet Sheridan
3:20pm Introduction Genevieve Jacobs
3:25pm Minister for Mental Health Emma Davidson MLA
3:35pm Dr Elizabeth Moore
3:40pm Award Presentation
4:00pm Minister for Health Rachel Stephen-Smith MLA
4:10pm Dalane Drexler, ACT Mental Health Consumer Network
4:15pm ACT MHCN Award Presentation
4:40pm Award Ceremony Closes
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ACT Mental Health Month Award Categories 2021
Mentally Healthy Community Award
This award category seeks to recognise individuals, groups or
organisations who have made a significant contribution to
improving the mental wellbeing of our community.

Enhancing the lives of Individuals, Families and Carers Award
This award category seeks to recognise individuals, groups or
organisations who have made a significant contribution to the
lives of individuals, families and carers with lived experience of
a mental illness.

Innovated Person-centred Valued Supports Award
This award category seeks to recognise individuals, groups or
organisations who have made a significant contribution to the
delivery of innovated person-centred valued supports to people
who experience mental health concerns.

Leadership through Lived Experience Award – Consumer
This award recognises an individual with lived experience of
mental illness (a ‘consumer’), who has made an outstanding
contribution to advocacy and social change benefiting people
with lived experience. This can relate to a specific program the
consumer has initiated/coordinated or a dedication to ongoing
work in this area.
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ACT Mental Health Consumer Network Award Categories
Lived Experience Ally Recognition Award (LEARA)
The Award recognises a longstanding and exceptional
contribution to mental health consumers and consumer-centred
mental health services in the ACT. It acknowledges those who
work collaboratively with consumers to achieve positive change
and is open to both individuals and organisations.
David Perrin Award
The award is presented in memory of David Perrin – an
individual with multiple disabilities who made his mark in mental
health services and was an inspiration to all who knew him. This
Award recognises a mental health consumer who lives an
independent and self-determined life beyond what they may
have expected after diagnosis.
Michael Firestone Memorial Scholarship
In recognition of Michael Firestone, a dedicated education
advocate for mental health consumers, these scholarships
(worth up to $500 a year to a maximum of $2,000 in total)
recognise mental health consumers who are furthering their
education by providing scholarship to cover general education
expenses such as computers, course texts and course fees.
Rufus Scholarship
Established in December 2019 by a private donor, this
Scholarship provides an annual grant of up to $600 to support
a mental health consumer to further or continue their education
who would not otherwise have the financial means to do.
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Award Nominees 2021
ANU Thrive, Australian National University
Mentally Healthy Community Award
ANU Thrive is a student-led initiative at the Australian National
University (ANU) which aims to promote student wellbeing and
mental health. The program collaborates with a wide range of
stakeholders to deliver events and programs aimed at educating and
empowering students to take care of their own mental health and
wellbeing. Such events are Art therapy as part of Mental Health
Month, Connecting Community and Craft, Mental Health First Aid
courses, MIEACT evidence informed programs and events for
University Mental Health Day (May), World Suicide Prevention Day
(September) and World Mental Health Day (October). Furthermore,
ANU Thrive implemented the TalkCampus app in March this year. It
is an online app, providing students a mental health support network,
enabling students access to instant support, 24/7. It utilises a peer
support model where users are encouraged to give and receive
support from each other.

New Horizons, Marymead
Enhancing the lives of individuals, families and carers Award
New Horizons is Marymead's clinical outreach program with a focus
on Children and Young People (CYP). The team works holistically
supporting vulnerable families by providing information, referrals,
advocacy, counselling and psychoeducational groups. New Horizons
aims to increase capacity, coping strategies, strengthen
relationships, improve wellbeing and work towards goals, whilst
exploring life choices and listening to what matters to CYP accessing
the service. New Horizons have shown tremendous commitment to
their clients during lockdown who have often required intensified
support and session frequency increases. This commitment from
clinicians despite the challenges of lockdown, has at times resulted
in higher self-reported affect from clients.
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Award Nominees 2021
Mental Health Foundation (ACT) and ACT Health,
The Mental Health Discharge Support Program
Innovated person-centred valued supports Award
Mental Health Foundation (MHF) ACT and the Adult Mental Health
Unit (AMHU), ACT Health, collaborated with consumer participants
to develop an innovative response to provide safe short-term
accommodation and other supports to persons being discharged that
were at risk of homelessness during the COVID-19 pandemic. Swift
development of the Mental Health Discharge Support Program
(MHDSP)framework, model of care and pilot trial have meant that 50
people have successfully accessed the person-centred program in a
way that they felt respected and valued.

Dominique Mandziy
Rufus Scholarship*
Dominique (Dom) Mandziy has living experience of borderline
personality disorder (BPD), addiction and homelessness. She spent
17 months in Karralika Therapeutic Community gaining experience,
responsibility and mentoring peers on their recovery journey. This
meaningful experience led her to enrol in a Bachelor of Science in
Psychology where she has excelled at university and awarded the
Deans Award for Academic Excellence in 2019 and 2020. Nearing
the completion of her bachelor’s degree she has already applied for
Psychology Honours at UC next year and will then go on to complete
a Clinical Master’s program and will be able to make her
psychologist dream a reality. Dom is an amazing peer leader; she is
an inspiration for others and gives them hope that recovery is
possible.
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Award Nominees 2021
November Marmion
David Perrin Award*
November (Nova) Marmion is a young woman with multiple
disabilities, who has been successful in her own recovery journey
and is now committed to working in the mental health sector to
improve the lives of others struggling with complex and chronic
mental illness. Nova has struggled with her mental health from a
young age, she has been diagnosed with bipolar disorder and
Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD). Nova sought the therapy and
support she needed, and now lives an independent and selfdetermined life beyond what she and some professionals expected
after her diagnosis with both bipolar disorder and BPD. In 2019 she
began studying for a Certificate IV in Mental health and will graduate
with this qualification this year, and she is currently studying for a
Diploma in Community Services that she will graduate from in 2022.

ACT Eating Disorders Clinical Hub,
Canberra Health Services
Innovated person-centred valued supports Award
To address the limited treatment options and increase in demand for
eating disorder treatment in the ACT, the ACT Government
committed funding to establish a Clinical Hub in 2021 and an Early
Intervention Service in 2022. The Hub is a specialist community
based centralised service for children, adolescents and adults who
are experiencing an eating disorder as their primary presenting
issue. To ensure timely access to support services the Hub has
implemented two new innovative service offerings called the ShortTerm Recovery Intervention for Disordered Eating (STRIDE)
Program and Parenting Groups to provides short-term therapy to
eligible clients currently waiting for treatment. This provides better
systems of care for all, reducing waitlists for the current intensive
therapies.
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Award Nominees 2021

Inclusive Pathways, Meridian Wellbeing Services Centre
Mentally Healthy Community Award
Meridian Wellbeing Services Centre’s newest program ‘Inclusive
Pathways’ is funded by Capital Health Network (CHN) to provide free
psychological therapies and social and emotional wellbeing support
to LGBTIQA+ people aged 16+ years. Inclusive Pathways provides
quality, accessible and culturally safe mental health support for
people of diverse sexualities and genders, people with variations in
sex characteristics and people exploring or uncertain of their gender
identity, expression, or sexuality. Since the implementation of the
Inclusive Pathways service (October 2020), over 120 LGBTIQA+
clients have attended more than 600 mental health and wellbeing
sessions with 96% of clients experiencing a significant improvement
in mental health and wellbeing.

Frank Arsego, OzHelp Foundation
Mentally Healthy Community Award
Frank Arsego, an OzHelp Wellbeing Support Officer, is making a
difference in the lives of men through his delivery of the Life Skills
Toolbox and Health in Gear programs. The OzHelp Foundation
(OzHelp) has been working with Master Builders Association ACT,
delivering mental health and wellbeing training (Life Skills Toolbox)
to ACT apprentices in the ACT. Frank has built incredible rapport
with and has become a familiar and trusted support person for
hundreds of apprentices who have graduated from the MBA
apprentice program. He is also an integral part of OzHelp’s new
Health in Gear program, delivering mental health and wellbeing
support to Australia’s truck drivers. Frank’s kind nature, and his
understanding, compassion and empathy make him easy to talk to,
especially with those who do not usually reach out for support.
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Award Nominees 2021
Troy McColl, Wellways DECO
Mentally Healthy Community Award
Troy McColl is a person with lived experience who has re-educated
himself in order to gain employment in the mental health sector and
works in the Wellways Detention Exit Mental Health Outreach
(DECO) program providing support to people exiting detention with a
mental illness to transition back into the community. Troy will go to
extraordinary lengths to support participants to achieve their goals,
not return to detention and to understand and better manage their
mental health.

Vendra Begonja,
Xtend Yourself Coaching and Counselling
Innovated person-centred valued supports Award
Vendra, through her company Xtend Yourself Coaching and
Counselling, has been continuously implementing innovative ways to
better support people and their loved ones. Vendra has been
working tirelessly to make sure no one left behind. Canberra needs
more passionate practitioners like her. This award will encourage her
and others to make positive changes, and to appreciate the work
that has been done from heart, mind and soul.

Jennifer Hodgson
David Perrin Award*
Jennifer is a consumer in mental health, living with depression,
anxiety and borderline personality disorder. Jennifer volunteers
across various avenues such as at the auxiliary shop at Canberra
Hospital and at a local op shop. She attends church and a women's
bible study and is engaged in her local community. She lives
independently, has obtained her full licence and currently needs little
support to manage her diagnosed mental illness.
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Award Nominees 2021
Steven Effield
Michael Firestone Memorial Scholarship*
Steven is planning to complete the Certificate IV in Small Business in
2022, with a view to opening his own small business in the near
future. COVID-19 restrictions have made work and income extremely
difficult this year, which is likely to continue for some time and has
significantly affected his ability to meet the costs required to achieve
his training and career goals. If successful in receiving a scholarship,
Steven would use these funds to help fund a new computer and/or
course fees.

Dr Shamaruh Mirza, Sitara's Story
Mentally Healthy Community Award
Dr Shamaruh started Sitara’s Story in 2017, a small volunteer run
non-for-profit organisation with the aim to help women in from all
cultural and linguistic backgrounds in the community to build
confidence, mental and physical wellbeing and as a result empower
them to be the best versions of themselves. Shamaruh has
dedicated her time and efforts by giving them a safe space to speak
up, to seek help and to be there for each other when needed. The
programs developed in Sitara’s Story have focused on mental health
awareness through seminars, talk shops, a writing competition, and
cooking workshops for the ACT community. Shamaruh is a true
champion for the culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD)
community in the ACT for taking the steps keep the activities going
with very little resources, mobilising volunteers within the CALD
community and keep things going even during the pandemic.
Shamaruh has made a significant impact within ACT community
through her skills, knowledge, willingness to help others and
dedication to the community making her an excellent nominee for the
award.
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Award Nominees 2021
City Mental Health Team,
Mental Health, Justice Health, Alcohol and Drug Services
Mentally Healthy Community Award
The City Mental Health Team (CMHT) Homeless Outreach
Team (HOT) pilot saw referral of established clients diagnosed with a
mental illness and are homeless or at high risk of homelessness. 13
clients received intensive mental health support provided under an
Assertive Community Treatment style multidisciplinary, shared team
clinical management model in collaboration with housing and
community support services. For these clients outcomes were
improved across 8 of the 10 domains measured, such as decreases
in Emergency Department (ED) presentations, length of admissions
and total number of emergency assistance’s; and increases in NDIS
applications, engagement in physical health screens, engagement in
housing support and total number residing in long term
accommodation.

Nicole Heinzmann, Woden Community Service
Innovated person-centred valued supports Award
Nicole runs the Continuity of Support program (CoS) at Woden
Community Service (WCS) which is a service for people who were
supported in several Commonwealth funded programs, and who
were found ineligible for the NDIS, to continue to receive appropriate
recovery and strengths-based support. Nicole seamlessly adapted to
the needs of the community and has continued to provide innovative
and person-centred supports valued by people who experience
mental health concerns, despite the challenges of a pandemic.
Nicole has supported a range of peer groups to continue as centrebased groups or on-line when we have had to go into lockdown.
Nicole provides spaces that create community, foster friendships and
camaraderie between participants from different programs, age
groups and demography, and provides a safe peer environment
where stories can be told and shared without stigma.
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Award Nominees 2021
ACT Recovery College
Innovated person-centred valued supports Award
Funding for a trial of a Recovery College in the ACT (the College)
was secured in the 2018/19 ACT government budget and ran
between January 2019 and June 2021. The College promoted and
delivered on the aims of person-centred, recovery-based principles.
This enhanced students’ confidence to take more effective control
and management of their health, enabling them to reconnect with the
community and participate more fully in life, potentially moving on to
mainstream education, employment or community work. The College
used the processes of co-design, co-production and co-facilitation in
all aspects of operation. Courses utilised a 360° learning
environment where students, lived experience facilitators and subject
matter expert facilitators were equally valued for their knowledge.
The College completed 8 terms with an average of 12 courses per
term, enrolling 346 students with an 80% completion rate for all
courses and often had waitlists for courses throughout the trial. An
external evaluation commissioned by the ACT Government shows
that the College had a markedly positive influence on the lives and
mental health recovery of students and made a relatively significant
contribution to the ACT Community.

Jenelle Outhwaite
Leadership through Lived Experience Award – Consumer
Jenelle has lived with mental health issues since 1996, experiencing
depression through trials in her family and losing her son who died
by suicide in 2013. Throughout her journey she has managed her
mental health with support from her GP, medication and support
workers. Jenelle also lives with hearing issues and was part of a
Captel phone trial with the Australian Government, for which she
was an advocate. Jenelle continues to persevere in her mental
health journey, managing trauma through the Australian bushfires,
COVID-19 pandemic and taking on her hoarding issues.
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Award Nominees 2021
Harshita Jyoti, Inner Psych Canberra
Mentally Healthy Community Award
Harshita Jyoti is a Program Manager for new psychology firm Inner
Psych Canberra and is helping launch their business in Canberra.
Inner Psych Canberra provides telehealth services and aims to
resolve mental health issues under the Covid-19 safety regulations
in the community. Harshita Jyoti is dedicated to proposing innovative
services to mental health patients than traditional clinics, including
abundant resources of blogs, podcasts, and phone-based app. Inner
Psych Canberra also cares about mental health at the organisational
level, providing Employee Assistance Program to different local
companies.

John Brookes
Leadership through Lived Experience Award – Consumer
John has over 25 years’ experience working and volunteering in the
Mental Health sector - ranging from engagement, fundraising and
advocacy. During this time, he has also lived with his own mental
issues, being diagnosed with anxiety and depression. John has
worked with PANDSI (now the Perinatal Wellbeing Centre), Pedal
Power ACT, Australian Volunteers International in Fiji and works in
art therapy through Belconnen Arts Centre (IGNITE group),
Belconnen Community Gallery, Wellways Arts Space and NAIDOC.
He has developed a community project, ‘Pictures of You,’ matching
those with lived mental health experience with empathetic artists to
create meaningful, positive portraits and self-learning, as well as a
sense of self-worth. He launched the project at TheMHS Learning
Network Conference in Perth and will present an update at the 2021
conference in Melbourne. John was awarded the Excellence in
Volunteer Support Award at the ACT Chief Minister’s Inclusion
Awards in 2019, as well as a Volunteer Leadership Award in 2020 by
Volunteering ACT.
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Award Nominees 2021
Tim Daly, This is my Brave Australia Inc
Enhancing the lives of individuals, families and carers Award
This is my Brave Australia (TIMBA) partnered with Red Flag
Canberra during the COVID-19 Pandemic to start the RedTIMBA
Wardrobe Project, as many of their usual activities were shutdown.
The aim was to lift the mental health and wellbeing of members of
the community who were being adversely affected by COVID-19 by
donating NEW adult and children’s clothing to them. Through the
generous support of Good360 Australia and Big W the RedTIMBA
Wardrobe Project has donated $100,000 worth of clothing, shoes,
blankets, toiletries and sanitary items to mental health facility
residents across Canberra, Domestic Violence refuges, and bush fire
affected communities on the south coast of NSW. They also run a
monthly FREE clothes market at Kanangra Court high density
housing project for residents who are economically disadvantaged,
affected by addiction or mental health issues or recently released
from incarceration.

John Cameron, John Cameron Psychologist
Innovated person-centred valued supports Award
John Cameron is a supportive and encouraging psychologist who
incorporates issues in a positive and non-judgemental way, ensuring
clients don’t define by their experiences, but consider them to be a
part of their human experience. He provides a safe environment to
aid clients to work through issues, building self-resilience. John has
a pragmatic, yet engaged approach, treats consumers equally,
provides tools for recovery. “He has been instrumental in helping me
on my journey to a much more positive place and – perhaps most
important – he is a genuine person who genuinely cares for his
clients as individuals not just as ‘issues’.” - John Brookes, client and
nominator.
*Mental Health Consumer Network ACT Awards
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